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Connection between East and West is the priority for a new EU infra-
structural strategy from 2014 to 2020 with finding allocation of EUR 250 bil-
lion. Its basis is transformation of national transport systems of the Union into
a united Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T). Creation of such a
transport network will optimize transportation process in the EU countries,
which is a sub-objective of the global continental objective aimed at creation of
the ground transport corridor Europe-Asia, Western Europe-China, the ad-
vantages of which in delivery time are evident. Currently almost the whole
goods turnover (99%) between the EU and Asia-Pacific region is fulfilled
through the sea transport.  Currently (2013 data of the WTO [1]) the EU ex-
ports goods at a cost of $2,3 trillion and imports at a cost of $2,23 trillion. Chi-
na is the second buyer of the European export (next to the USA) and the main
exporter on the EU market.  Unlike highways and air links, which theoretically
can connect any countries, railways have track structure with the correspond-
ing gauge, and carriages have axles of certain width, on the both ends of which
wheels are fastened, ensuring contact between a wheel and a rail and prevent-
ing a carriage from transition from one gauge to the other. In such a way, the
process of crossing of interstate borders complicates, and technical compatibil-
ity of railway systems of different world countries is absent, resulting in more
expensive railway transportations.
Presently there are 4 various ways, applied on border crossing points
between countries with the 1435 mm gauge and the 1520 mm gauge:
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a) transferring of freights (or passengers) from one train, using the 1520
mm gauge on the train, exploited on the 1435 mm gauge – time losses from 12
to 14 hours;
b) removing of bogies (using special cranes) takes, at least, 4 hours;
c) wheelsets changing – e.g. change speed is 8 wheelsets per an hour in
Spain, using special tunnels and mechanisms;
d) using of variable gauge wheelsets and automatic gauge changeover
system (AGCS) – time losses are absent; speed decreases to 15 km/h during
the transition period of the way changing, but a train does not stop.
Introduction of AGCS increases cargo and passenger traffic and thus
revenue from transportation of goods and passengers by rail. One of the main
advantages of this system is that the freight wagons with mixed composition,
such as containers, bulk cargo, liquid (liquid), and the passenger can cross the
border quickly, using the same equipment. For cargo transportation does not
require an overload or change coaches, it avoids the additional processing
power and reduces the risk, which may have serious consequences for the car-
riage of dangerous goods. In addition, it significantly reduces the loss of stolen
and damaged goods. However, now there is no sufficiently effective, reliable
and technologically AGCS design that would work in the transition 1435/1520
mm, which is strategically important for the railway transportation East-West..
Currently there are developed seven automatic gauge change systems:
TALGO system, RAFIL/DBAG system, SUW 2000/PKP system, BRAVA
(CAF) system, train with a variable gauge (GCT)/Japanese system, bogies with
a variable gauge - 09 EV, Bulgarian automatic gauge change system [2 - 8].
The Polish automatic variable gauge axle system SUW 2000 is one of three
currently operating European automatic variable gauge axle systems of rail-
cars, which differs from other similar systems (German Rafil and Spanish
TALGO) by its versatility. SUW 2000 enables transition of the rolling stock to
three variants of gauges, existing in Europe, in any order (1435-1520, 1435-
1668, 1435-1520-1668 mm); however, it has its disadvantages. The greatest
technical problems are connected with collet sleeves, which keep wheels on an
axle in one of two positions. During the exploitation process, some segments
of spring sleeves do not stand loading  and fall off. It may lead to impossibility
of blocking of the wheelset while changing the track gauge. [9 - 11].
Scientists V.Dahl EUNU (Ukraine) developed a series of designs of the
RCP, which are both improving existing designs SUW 2000 and has essential-
ly new design. The ideas underlying designs:
- the need to isolate the petals a collet sleeves in case of breaking of the
prevention and getting a broken petals between the groove and the adjacent
lobes, which would eliminate the blockage and increase the reliability of the
RCP and traffic safety;
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- the need to introduce into the design of a collet sleeves elastic ele-
ment, which will increase the thickness and strength of the petals without re-
ducing their amplitude bending, allow for the dispersion of impact loads on the
collet while wagging, as well as prevent the development of fatigue damage
metal petals collet sleeves;
- reduction in weight and overall size of the RCP through the use of a
blocking element, instead of two, which have a negative impact on the dynam-
ics of the wheel-rail interaction and prevent the establishment of the traction
motor, respectively, which will reduce complexity of the design, increase
manufacturability, reliability and traffic safety;
- the use of physical effects to the locking mechanism (electromagnets
(the design has very small dimensions compared with other RCP Its dimen-
sions are almost the same as that of the conventional Unified wheel sets of this
type, characterized by high reliability: unauthorized unlatch wheels without the
use of electricity is not possible due to the centrifugal force of inertia); the ef-
fect of changes in the aggregate state of the locking elements, namely, melting
under the influence of an electric current (the design has very small dimen-
sions, unified with the designs of standard wheel sets, distinguished by high re-
liability, wear locking elements is virtually absent); the principle of thermo
(widely used in cutting and drilling machines) cold shank drill does not pass
into the cartridge, however, when heated chuck electric current chuck expands
and increases the diameter of the hole after the drill premises hole chuck cools
and reduces the diameter of the hole than provides the necessary tightness, and
efforts to stabilize the tool ; hydraulic lock - flow of liquid from one cavity to
another - no fatigue fracture, deformation and wear of the retainer (incompress-
ible fluid), the small size of the weight and size.
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